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Town House Doors

The Collection
The main entrance to your town house makes a statement about you and your
sense of style. The ﬁrst thing that you see when coming home or going out, it has
to be something that not only feels right, but also is both solid and secure.
Our comprehensive collection of original Georgian, Victorian and Edwardian designs can help restore your entrance to its former glory. We help clients restore
their properties with quality doors made from timbers that have stood the test of
time and are constructed using techniques from an age when doors were built to
last. An investment in a timeless design that can only add value to your property.
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Town House Doors - Fine Details
Georgian, Edwardian and
Victorian Town House Doors
Arc Reclamation oﬀers a complete door restoration service
using the very best reclaimed Georgian, Edwardian and Victorian Town House doors and door frames.
The original architects of these eras designed individual doors
to suit each property. Often made to measure, constructed
using quality timber and over engineered to last the test of
time.
We believe in carrying forward these passions and use our
knowledge and skills to give back to the home the quality and
original feature it deserves.
Available in old oak, pine and other woods, doors are sold as
available or restored to their full glory. .

The Complete Service
With one of the largest collections of reclaimed doors in the
country and a restoration facility than ﬁnishes doors to modern standards, including new frames, ﬁtting locks, matching door furniture and even stained glass we oﬀer a unique
complete service including ﬁtting that leaves our clients with
peace of mind.
We also repair and restore frames to match. If one is not available to suit your choice of door we can hand craft a bespoke
frame in our workshops.
We are unique in introducing modern features hidden within
the door including security locks, draught exclusion, toughened safety glass and double glazing, providing a restored
door that is safe, secure and sound, to modern standards.

With over 1000 doors in stock ranging from 18th C oak country cottage, Georgian, Edwardian and Victorian and many more unusual and ornate designs we have the one of the largest ranges available, for you to choose the door to suit your style and make an impression to your visitors. Call us on 01730
231995 to arrange an appointment or visit our web site at www.arcreclamation.com for further details
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